A compact subset K of T is a set of type D or a Dirichlet set if for all £ > 0 and TV e N there exists n ^ N such that |sm27rm:| < £ for all a;C^.
A compact subset K of T is a set of type H if there exist a non empty interval I of T and a strictly increasing sequence (n^fceN of integers such that rikK D I = 0 for each integer fc.
A compact subset K of T is a set of type L or a lacunary set if there exist a sequence En -^ O"^, a sequence o^ -> +00 and for each integer n a finite sequence (J^) of intervals such that \Ik\ < £n for each A-, d(Ik,Ik') > Ot-n^n for each k ^ k' and 7^ C (JJ^.
A compact subset K of T is a set of type LQ if there exist a sequencê n -^ 0"^, a > 0 and for each integer n a finite sequence (Jfc) of intervals such that \Ik\ ^ ^n for each k, d^,^) ^ o^n for each k ^ k 1 and J^CU^.
Note that both lit and L are supersets of D and subsets of Lo. The classes D and L are Qs subsets of /C(T) and H and Z/o are /C^ subsets [1] .
A measure concentrated on a I^-set is called a Dirichlet measure. For all M C M(T) and n € N, we denote M^) the set of all sums of n elements of M. We obtain also the following property which has been studied successively by Host, Louveau and Parreau [3] , Kechris and Lyons [3] and Kaufman [2] .
For every ^ C M(T) and n C N, we denote (i{n)
We prove also that the sets M^)^, for n > 2 and C = D, H, L or Lo, are not norm-closed. 
Kaufman's reduction.
We follow Kaufman's construction used to prove that H^~ is not a Borel set [2] . Let N be the set of positive integers, [N] be the set of all infinite subsets of N, N^ be the set of all finite sequences of positive integers and T be the set of trees on N, i.e., T C ^(N^) and T <E T if and only if all initial segments of s G T are also in T. We say that T € T is a well founded tree if T has no infinite branch, i.e., there does not exist a e N 1^ all whose initial segments belong to T. The set of all well founded trees is denoted by WF. Recall that T is a Polish space in the product topology on ^(N^) and WF is the classical example of a coanalytic non Borel set. us prove that {n^ p e P} is finite for all k e N. Otherwise, there exist k G N, s e N^ and an infinite subset P' of P such that Sp = s^n^tp with ^ € r^ for all p € P' and n^ ^ n{ for distinct p, p' e P 7 '. Let p e P 7 . For all x e 2^ we have or (x C £^)
Note that E^) = P/,(t) c for all t e N< N . Moreover in the probability Thus A( F) ^(sp)) = 0 which is a contradiction, and proves that \p^p/ / {n^; p € P} is finite for all A; <E N. So the tree T' = { 5 € N< N ; 3p e P, 5 is an initial segment of Sp } is an infinite tree (P is infinite) with finite branching, so T' ^ WF, whence T ^ WF. D
The abstract case.
We introduce a subset I of /C^1^) which plays the role of D in this simpler case. We will use the following elementary, but fundamental fact. 
Let Jl(n) == f x(n) dfjL(x).
We have
Note that M(I^) is a Gs subset of Mi^).
Following Kaufman's ideas [2] , we assign to each sequence A = (An)neN € Z^a mapping A from 2 N to ^(N), defined by A(rr) = {n e 'N; x e An }, and a measure v^ defined by v^ = J^AQr) d\(x). Let 6 be the mapping from ^N to M^'2^) defined by 9(A) = v^. Note that 9 is continuous.
LEMMA 3.2. -6(<Y) C I 1 -and e(V) C M{I^) + A-l^).
Proof. -Using Lemma 3.1 we have
for
all A = {An)n(^N € E^ and R e [N]. This remark allows us to finish easily the proof. D
We have an abstract version of Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 3.3. -There does not exist a Borel subset B ofA^^ŝ uch that M(I^) + M(I^) C B and B H I
Proof. -Such B insure (^cO)-1^) = WF° and cannot be a Borel set, because ^o9 is continuous. D
How to go from the abstract case to T.
Every element a; of T can be expressed in the form x = ^ x(n)2~n n€N with x(n) either 0 or 1, and x(n) = 0 for large enough n if x is rational. 
But K~ C P^ because ^ is colacunary, whence Q(Y) C M(D^)-\-M(D^).
The previous remark does not allow us to prove that Q(^) C LQ ± . Let A = (An)neN ^ ^N such that Q(A) ^ Lo" 6. Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 in the abstract case.
We denote Cand
M(C^+M(C^ = M^C^).
We use again the notations of Part 3. Let (An)neN be a sequence of infinite, pairwise disjoint subsets of N. Consider the set 
-/^oo is not a finite sum of measures in M.(I^).
We can immediately deduce an abstract version of Theorem 1.5.
THEOREM 6.2. -There exists a measure in M(P) + M(P) which is not a finite sum of measures in M(I^).
We can generalize the previous construction. Let {Fm)rneN be a sequence of finite subsets of N. We definê We will now prove Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3. 
